
On December 2, the PAC held a meeting. This meeting was rescheduled in place of the 
November PAC meeting. The agenda included Middle School Lunch assignments, 8th grade 
accelerated math assignments, communication issues, high school infrastructure and E-Learning 
Days. 

In attendance were Mandi Jo Hanneke (3), Patricia Canavan (8), Kathy Wang (Principal & 10-12 
interim), Marilyn Kusek (Director of Student Services & 9 interim), and Dorothy Hartman (MS 
Administrator). Absent were Ishmael Dengate (1), Jennifer Argy (2), Kimberly Schlichting (4), 
Henry Pope (5), Mary Yun (6), Colleen DelVecchio (7). 

Shortly before the PAC meeting, there was a change in how Middle Schoolers (particularly 6th 
graders) were assigned classrooms to eat lunch. Many children were not happy with the changes. 
I brought it up to at the PAC. Everyone agreed that the reason behind the change of policies was 
valid---there was too much chaos going on and it needed fixed. I suggested two ways to avoid 
the feeling some students had of being isolated because of random room assignments: (1) allow 
students to sign up in advance for a room or (2) allow students to submit “friend” requests (1-3) 
that the teachers would then take into consideration prior to making assignments. Dorothy agreed 
to consider both options. The group also agreed that a longer time frame between switches would 
be more practical (too much work to switch every week) and would allow students more time to 
get comfortable in the assigned rooms and meet new classmates (if they know they are switching 
after 5 days, they might not make an effort to get to know a new classmate). We suggested either 
2 or 4 week assignments.  

HS Infrastructure discussion was pushed off until January PAC when there would be more 
information on the DESE decision to increase the school size. Kathy did mention that there was 
an idea floating around that maybe the MS students would be moved out of the current building, 
while the HS students stayed, in order for the HS science classes to make use of the labs in the 
new buildings. 

8th grade math placement was discussed. The reason a placement test is given (and given so 
much weight) is because the teachers want to make sure that the content kids skip by being 
accelerated into Algebra I is mastered. The school did end up releasing the scores if the parents 
requested and Kathy said that the parents did receive a list of topics that were weak on the test. 
Kathy stated that there was a way to do placement without requiring passage of a test, but that 
the school wants confirmation that the children are ready. I asked whether the school created a 
list of kids they thought were ready of accelerated math, and if so, how that list compared with 
the students who passed the test. They said that they kind of created a list of students who might 
be ready and that the students who passed somewhat matched that list. Kathy emphasized that 
kids cans double up in 10th grade to accelerate in math, but the parents at the meeting said that 
only works for kids who stay at the school for HS. Parents are pushing for this because they need 
their kids’ math to match up to what other area high schools are doing. Overall, Kathy did not 
seem open to re-visiting the manner in which the school places kids into accelerated math in 8th 
grade. 

 



During the discussion on communication, I again requested that when the school makes changes 
to the handbook, they send out an email listing the changes (or summarizing them) and also 
publish a red-lined version so that it is easy for parents to skim to see where the changes were 
made, instead of needing to read the entire handbook again. Kathy indicated she would try to 
remember to do this next time. I also brought up the matter of re-starting the principal’s 
newsletter. I mentioned that I had heard that Kathy had agreed to restart a regular newsletter this 
year, but I had only seen one (the one in August) and it was now December. Kathy stated that 
she was more comfortable writing short emails and sending them more frequently, than saving 
up everything for a regular newsletter. She also stated that it may seem like we’re getting less 
emails from her this year because she has been tailoring the recipient list when appropriate (MS 
emails only to MS families, etc.). I said I agreed with that policy but that it would be nice if all 
families received a newsletter-like communication to help foster community which includes 
news of the students or school (applications for more seats, HS sports scores, MathCounts 
competition results, students who achieve honors, etc.). Kathy said she really doesn’t have time 
to compile that type of newsletter on a monthly basis, but suggested that maybe she start a blog 
where she could make posts like that. We encouraged her to consider doing so. Marilyn 
expressed frustration with the continued discussion on communication issues between parents 
and administrators, stating that just that day she had written 30 emails to parents. We suggested 
that issue isn’t individual communication, but more about broad-based informational distribution. 
Patricia Canavan (grade 8 rep) brought up the communication between parents and teachers and 
how many parents feel that they don’t receive the bad news until it’s almost too late to help (e.g. 
parents aren’t told kids aren’t doing homework until they receive progress report, instead of 
when it becomes a pattern). Middle and High School are now using new grade tracking software 
that Kathy suggested could maybe be turned on to allow parent access to some of that 
information. 

 E-Learning days is a new policy that Kathy is exploring. It is sometimes called Blizzard Bags 
and is appropriate to discuss today, a now day. Essentially, what it means is that on a snow day, 
all kids would be given assignments to complete (either in advance, hence blizzard bag name, or 
virtually day of). The assignments would be geared to take 1-2 hours to complete. If 80% of the 
kids in the school completed the assignments within 5 days of the snow day, the snow day would 
be credited as a day of school and would not need to be made up at the end of the year. If less 
than 80% of the kids completed the work, it would not count as a school day, and the day would 
need to be made up. She is looking into this policy because in the years that there are more than 
5 snow days, the days can’t be tacked on after  the “last day of the year if 5 snow days”, as that is 
a hard deadline for ending school (even if before June 30th). So, instead of having to use spring 
break days or Saturdays to make those days up, they would implement an e-learning day. There 
would be allowed no more than 5 of these days per year and teachers would have “office hours” 
during the snow day for kids to ask questions. 

 Some immediate questions we had were: what if a family has no online access or home 
computers? In schools that have done this, how often do they reach 80% completion, such that it 
counts as a school day? How would work be assigned? How do you treat kids that don’t finish it 
in 5 days (day absent)? What about if they don’t get it done on the school day…how do they 
balance that work with the regular homework they get?  



 There were other concerns, issues mentioned. Kathy emphasized that this was the beginning of 
the process of considering the option. It will be back at the PAC for more discussion. So, if 
you’ve got concerns, questions, or want to lend support or not to the program, let me know. It 
would be great to be able to go back to Kathy with the thoughts and views of many other parents 
(there were only 2 of us at the meeting). 

Mandi 

  

  

 
 


